
Best Practices

Topic of the campaigns

Outcomes and results

Target audience

Tools used

To show their commitment to the environment through their compliance with the EU Ecolabel and to show that the

Flower certifies high quality products.

Architects, designers, suppliers, retailers.

Company: Gruppo Concorde

Location: Italy and France

Product group: Hard floor coverings

EU Ecolabel licence since: January 2004

Website: www.gruppoconcorde.it
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W i n n e r  o f  t h e  2 0 0 9  E U  E c o l a b e l  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  A w a r d

Communication on the EU Ecolabel 

 

“That was definitely the best 'shot in the arm' we could give our sales force, 
which is facing strong compe��on in a difficult market situa�on. 
They have now an extra weapon that no compe�tor has got!”

Carlo Co!ca, Gruppo Concorde, commen"ng Gruppo Concorde’s winning of the 

EU Ecolabel Award

Product catalogue CaesarGreen website “L’Echappée verte”, 

temporary shop

Herbert Aichinger (EC) and 

Carlo Cottica (Gruppo Concorde)

Brochures (“Ceramics that love nature”, “Greenthinking”) showing the Flower logo and describing its meaning 
succinctly. In some cases, the brochures were entirely dedicated to the EU Ecolabel.

Display of the Flower logo on all merchandising tools and depending on the type of material, the printed logo is 
sometimes accompanied by a text describing its meaning and showing the EU Ecolabel website address.

Product catalogues with the logo displayed in an attractive layout on the ecolabelled products’ pages and with a 
text explaining the EU Ecolabel scheme and the criteria for ceramic tiles.

Panels and billboards with the Flower logo displayed at fairs, exhibitions and trade shows.

Websites containing information about the EU Ecolabel with, in some cases, a specific area dedicated to the Flower 
(www.atlasconcorde.it, www.keope.com, www.supergres.com, www.caesar.it, www.caesargreen.it, 
www.fapceramiche.com, www.wecare.refin.it, www.marcacorona.it,  www.mirage.it, www.novoceram.fr).

Meetings, events and product presentations to talk about the EU Ecolabel and the ecolabelled products.

“L’Echappée verte”: a temporary shop in Paris completely refurbished to create an enchanted forest with displays 
linked to the ecological commitment of Novoceram (Concorde’s subsidiary) as well as interactive and animated 
events to promote the EU Ecolabel.

Some of the campaigns have only started recently, but a large share of the target audience is becoming increasingly 
aware of environmental issues and of the commitment and actions taken by Gruppo Concorde to protect the 
environment. Customers are requesting the company’s EU Ecolabel brochures, are interested in knowing more about 
this matter and are transmitting this information to other audiences. 
Google analytic results show that the Caesar green website has been very popular. “L’Echappée verte”, attracted 2300 
visitors and also achieved significant media coverage (87 editorials online and in the press).


